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Basic Access Macros
Last month we created a navigation
system with a two-action macro that
opened the main menu form and maxi-

object.

4. An action that sends a message
box to the screen.

◆ SetWarnings turns off nonfatal

mized it to provide easy navigation. This

warnings as your macro runs. This

Action Arguments

month we will take a look at other com-

action isn’t allowed if the database

Action arguments are the unique list of

isn’t trusted.

information the macro uses to process

mon macros for Access.
A macro is a process of steps that are

◆ OpenQuery is useful for running

the action. They are located in the

set up as actions with arguments. You

delete, append, and update queries

bottom half of the macro window. In

create a macro because you would like

that will manipulate data.

many cases, you can choose an argu-

the steps to process the same way each
time and don’t want to perform each
step individually. In general, macros are
used for processes that are done on a
regular basis. For example, you may find
that each month you are doing a series
of manual steps in Access that you want
to automate in order to be faster and
more consistent, such as printing a series
of reports or automating a monthly

◆ OpenReport prints or previews a
report.
◆ SendObject sends a report or other
object via e-mail.
◆ OutputTo is used for outputting

ment setting from a list. With the Close
action, for example, the Save action
argument gives you the ability to save
the object before closing, prompt to
save, or close without saving. Often the

a table or query to Excel or Text

default settings work fine (with the Save

format.

example, it defaults to “prompt”) so a

◆ RunMacro runs a macro from within

less-is-more approach works well with

another.

arguments. You shouldn’t change one

An example of a simple monthly

unless you have a specific reason to do

process macro would be one that brings

so. To learn more about an action or

in the new month’s data and prints a

argument, blue help text appears in the

Actions

report or series of reports from the data.

lower-right corner of the macro design

Actions are steps within Access that can

Figure 1 shows an example macro that

window. You can also press F1 to get

be automated. When creating a macro,

contains four action steps:

more detailed information.

reporting process.

they can be chosen from a dropdown list
and need to be listed in the order you
want them performed. There are several
dozen actions to choose from, including:
◆ OpenForm.
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1. A delete query that deletes a
table’s records.
2. An append query that adds the
new month’s data to the table.
3. An action that sends the monthly

◆ Maximize, Minimize.
56

◆ Close, which will close a specific

I
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report to the default printer.

Naming a Macro
You can save a macro and give it a name
that’s descriptive of the process it runs,
such as “Monthly Process.” As discussed
last month, a macro named “autoexec”

will automatically run when you open

macro. Select the macro by its name,

the Access file. You can have only one

and then click finish.

ate more complex and useful macros. SF
Patricia Cox teaches Excel and Access to

autoexec macro, so it needs to contain
all the steps you want completed when

Print a Macro Process

management accounting students at

you open the file.

Macro processes can be printed. On the

Alverno College in Milwaukee, Wisc.,

Database Tools Ribbon, go to the Ana-

and has consulted with local area busi-

lyze group and press the Database

nesses to create database reporting sys-

Documenter button.

tems since 1998. She is also a member

Creating a Button
to Run the Macro
To create a button on a Form that

As you continue to think about auto-

of the Greater Milwaukee IMA chapter.

will run a Macro, use the Command

mating your processes in Access, you can

To send Patricia a question to address in

Button in the toolbox. Choose Miscella-

learn additional actions from the Action

the Access column, e-mail her at

neous from the category list, and then

dropdown to increase your ability to cre-

kathrynmann@tds.net.

Figure 1: Macro Design View
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allowed with an
untrusted database
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